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"Thank you, Steve.
Well done."
by Christina Shires, 34th Ave.

T

hey say you can know something of a person by what is said
about them after they’re gone. The truth of those words
is evident in the outpouring of emotions from the community
about the loss of Steve Shulman, the esteemed owner of Leschi
Market who died on March 18 from COVID-19.
When I first met Steve,
it was a brisk day in October. The purpose of
our meeting was for this
newsletter—I was photographing him for an article written by Barbara
Parker last year. I had
shopped at the market
countless times, but
this was the first time
I’d get a front row seat
to some of the qualities
that made Steve special.
I was there to photograph him, but he quickly turned his attention to
me. “Do you live in the
area?” “What business
are you in?” And then
this unsolicited generosity: “Bring your business
Photo: Christina Shires, Smallish Photo Studio
cards and posters to the
Steve Shulman in his famous wine aisle at Leschi Market. While being photographed, he greet- market so we can help
promote your small busied customers individually as they passed by.
ness.” I photographed
him out in front of the market—and when I asked him to sit on
the hay bale next to the pumpkins, he looked at me a little dubiously and said, “You want me to sit there?” I laughed, and then
he laughed when I promised I’d also photograph him looking
really cool on the wine aisle. And that’s how it was with Steve:
we were friends already.
Many of us felt this difference in Steve. Forums such as Next
Door and Facebook are flooded with testimonies from friends
and acquaintances alike sharing how just how special he was.
“To Steve, each person mattered.”
“Every time I stepped into his store, I felt like I was coming
home to family.”
“May the memory of this kind and caring man inspire all of us
for a long time.”
"Losing Steve was like losing a member of our family."
CONTINUED ON PAGE 12
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Riders who can are boarding through the rear of Metro buses and fares
are not being collected during the COVID-19 outbreak. In addition, driver
Ricardo Diaz keeps his mask on. He's been driving buses for Madrona
and other neighborhoods for more than 20 years. He worries since he is
considered high-risk for the virus due to his age.

Business Feature: COVID-19 RELIEF

Help Madrona's Small
Businesses Survive

T

here are things that keep small business owners awake at
night. Sometimes it's strategizing new plans. Other times,
it's thinking about all the "what ifs" that come with the uncertainties of owning a small business. None of these late night
imaginings, however, likely have been about surviving a global
pandemic—because that would be a bigger nightmare than most
small businesses could have imagined. And yet, here they are,
facing down that very thing.
The number of small businesses affected by COVID-19 are so
numerous that it can be overwhelming to think about how to
help. This article shares how you can help Madrona businesses:
the small group of people whose businesses are the heart and
soul of what makes our neighborhood a special place. Sadly,
Madrona has already seen one business announce its closure
after more than a decade serving Madrona. We reached out to
CONTINUED ON PAGE 14
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From the Editors

here is no denying it: spring is in the air. Everywhere you look,
trees are leafing out in lively greens and cherry blossoms
and magnolias are living their most bold and beautiful life—completely oblivious to the fact that this is no normal spring. It is
strange to see the natural world continue to punch its proverbial
time clock while the "real" world is in crisis. People are sick. People are afraid. People are facing financial and professional uncertainty. And yet, the cherry blossoms are glorious today—and
thank goodness for that. There's something else that is beautiful, too, and it's the way people show up for one another during
difficult times. 2020 is going to get a bad rap for years to come,
but 2020 is bringing a bounty of goodness, too. In 2020, we
are more appreciative of those who sacrifice for us, like nurses.
doctors, grocery clerks, and transit workers. In 2020, we see
more clearly those who are generous, like those who step up to
shop for at-risk neighbors, and those reminding us, if we can,
to keep paying our housekeepers and service workers. And in
2020, we see also those whose specialty is bringing simple yet
profound joys, like a Madison Park neighbor who started the delightful Bear Hunt for neighborhood kids (and adults!). All these
people—and indeed all of us if we desire—can be one another's
springtime during dark days. During an era of national political divisiveness and regional "Seattle Freeze-ness", perhaps
the silver lining of 2020 is a deepened connection to those who
are our neighbors. Today, we must keep our distance. But one
day, we will again pass each other shoulder-to-shoulder. Let's
remember who we are then, too. Servants. Sacrificers. Joymakers. Neighbors. •

Let's remember to connect with and meet the
needs of those who are isolated.
CrossFit owner Kendra Lednicky gives you tools
and inspiration for at-home care.

COVID-19 may be here, but so is spring. Enjoy
these trees while you're out getting fresh air.
"Signs, signs, everywhere there's signs"...so goes
the song- and the neighborhood.
Owners of Madrona's businesses share how you
can help them weather this economic storm.
Five suggestions for navigating the current financial market.
Two Seattle writers—one from Madrona—set to
launch a much-anticipated book during difficult
days.
Do it. You know you have the time.

A C U R AT E D H O M E E X P E R I E N C E

WISHING EVERYONE IN OUR BEAUTIFUL MADRONA COMMUNITY
COMFORT AND HEALING AS WE NAVIGATE THIS TRYING TIME TOGETHER.
Heritage strives to honor the tradition of finding, creating and nurturing a unique place
to call home. A boutique real estate brokerage, Heritage specializes in personally crafted
real estate services to meet the individual needs of each and every client.

LANCE NEELY
F O U N D E R & D E S I G N AT E D B R O K E R

206.854.2140 / HERITAGEREALTY.COM
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Practicing social distancing at Madrona Beach. Madrona's beloved open space is a welcome refuge for house-bound neighbors during the current pandemic.

The Great Timeout
by Doyt Conn, Epiphany Parish

T

career. As the value of work efficiency ascends, there are places that must not fall away: the places where your stories are
more important than your contributions. Life, not performance,
is what matters. That is the life-giving element of our existence.
I call this period of social distancing The Great Timeout.
COVID-19 has given us cause to realize just how interconnected
we really are, and how attuned to each other—whether we know
one another or not—we have to be. I believe this period of isolation will move us from the priority of the “me” to the necessity

hings are busy down at Epiphany: not bustling, because
there is no bustle with this COVID-19 shut-down, but busy
in a virtual way as we adjust to services with cameras, Internet
prayer circles through apps, youth group on Zoom, and well, the
list goes on and on. Even the kitchens at Epiphany are quiet,
with cooking for the homeless now happening at parishioners’
homes. And that’s moved online, somewhat, with donation and
volunteer signups now living in the ether.
Still, at the end of the day, we see our role as First Responders
for the soul. At Epiphany our motto is “relationship is primary,”
and that has always been handshake to handshake, until now.
So, this busyness really is a learning curve to at least maintain
our connections in a new way. Maybe you are experiencing the
same thing?
One of the things that is so striking about this new way of working is that the Internet is wonderfully designed for efficiency.
We get on a Zoom call, smile at one another, lope through the
agenda and say good-bye. Many companies have been working
this way for years, but I suspect this corona virus will be a tipping
point towards virtual workplace dominance. That said, what
I find missing are the impromptu chats before the meetings,
where you discover a shared commonality with a colleague. And
the reassuring coffee klatches after the meetings, where you
both get on the same page. What is lost in the efficiency of the
Internet are these non-transactional interactions; the inefficiency, if you will, of a good spontaneous laugh, or tracking—over
the years—all the milestones in a co-worker’s daughter’s crew

"I believe this period of isolation will
move us from the priority of the “me”
to the necessity of the 'we'..."
of the “we,” and people will re-position themselves toward a life
of non-transactional connection as the way of leading the most
vital, gratifying life. At Epiphany we seek to be a place where
everyone can belong, wherever they are on their spiritual journey. This time of The Great Timeout has inspired us to redouble
our efforts toward building and supporting community here in
Madrona, and throughout the city. •
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Audrey Seale participates in a now-familiar over-the-balcony conversation with neighbors. Audrey lives with husband, Bob, and can always be counted on to help others in
the neighborhood, this time by offering help to at-risk folks with groceries and other tasks. Her own mother is in lock down at a nearby retirement home and so she is unable
to see her.

Reach Out To Your Solo Friends and Neighbors
by Corrie Watterson, E. Spruce St.

I

For any of us who get to physically be with others (even if only
every few days) in our don't-leave-your-house isolation, it is important to remember that total isolation for people who don't
have those opportunities could be profoundly harmful to them

’d like to share an important message from a local nurse friend
of mine about social distancing and single-person households.
Please consider reaching out and “adopting” a friend or neighbor who lives alone—but needs more social contact for their
mental health (assuming you are not high-risk).
Summary:
● Social Distancing is helpful and vital in the near term but it
needs to be balanced with the potential longer term effects of
isolation on health for individuals and our society.
● People who live alone have higher needs for honoring that
balance
● Much of the guidance about social distancing assumes that
people live in a multi-person household
● Creating a “pod” may be a good compromise that would create less risk than distance travel away from home.
For folks who live alone, the bar that we are collectively holding up is probably way higher than is sustainable for any individual's health for very long. Many people are fortunate enough
to get actual human contact with others through their essential in-person work, local family of origin, and/or co-parenting
multi-household family arrangements.
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"As much as I fear us failing to flatten the
curve, I equally fear the immediate and longterm sacrifice of people who live alone."
in the near term and also harmful to the long term health of our
society. Everyone should do their best to socially isolate, but no
one should sacrifice their own immediate and long term health
to meet a bar that assumes that most humans live in multi-human households.
CONTINUED >>
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I have been reaching out to multiple friends who live alone,
and my partner and I are considering how we can help several of
them if they become sick, including one of us staying with them
in quarantine at their home, or having them stay in a group
home we are connected to that has appropriate space for physical separation, but would allow for food prep and support.
We have also developed a compact with our partners/family
who live in other households, with agreements about keeping
our multi-site family in a sort of group isolation that allows us to
interact with each other, but outside the group only for essential
needs (food shopping, and my work). This makes me the most
dangerous person in the pod because I work in healthcare, but
my pod accepts that level of risk in order to support sustainability and mental health so we can keep this up for the long haul.
My interactions in the closed pod don't jeopardize my patients
any more than all my other patients do. It's a balance.
It may be that people who live alone can balance the cost/
benefit of stringent social isolation by creating or being adopted by such pods: small groups of people who have agreements
about managing outside contact in such a way that it allows still
healthy people to spend time together, while minimizing the risk
of exposure or asymptomatic transmission to the wider Seattle
community. As much as I fear us failing to flatten the curve, I
equally fear the immediate and long-term sacrifice of people
who live alone. I would encourage anyone here who enjoys the
incredible luxury of having a multi-person household to reach
out to some of your solo friends and take good care of them. •
William walks Cory.
Leila walks Hunter and Thistle.
Ginny walks Delsey.

Mutt Matchup Answers
5
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On March 21, a teen plays Frisbee at Madrona Beach silhouetting our favorite mountain in the days before the current more-stringent stay at home orders.

Four Ways to Keep Your Fitness and
Nutrition During COVID-19
By Kendra Lednicky, owner of Emerald City CrossFit

N

tine. This is a great time to try something new. Whether that’s
heading to a track for a great track workout, working out in the
morning instead of the evening, or including your kids in your
workouts, be willing to adapt to your new situation. After all,
that is really the only option we have.
Here is a sample body weight track workout: 1 Mile Run. Every
400 meters, stop and perform the following: 10 Push-Ups + 15
Burpees + 20 Squats. Track how long it takes you and re-test
every few weeks.
3. Commit to working on something new. For some of us that
may be nutrition, for others it may be mobility or core work. Now
is the time to dial in our weaknesses!
Here is a quick core workout to build your strength. On a Tabata Clock (:20 on, 10: off for 8 rounds, stay at the same station
for all 8 rounds).
● Plank Step-Ups: Start on your elbows and then come up to
your hands, then lower back to your elbows.
● Reverse Crunches: Lying on your back with your feet in the
air, pump your feet up to the ceiling lifting your hips up off the
ground.

ow more than ever it is essential to prioritize our physical
and mental health. Staying active throughout this time is not
only a great break from the monotony of being stuck at home,
but will also give you a great endorphin boost and help relieve
stress and anxiety of these uncertain times. Sometimes, this is
easier said than done. With kids home from school, a cramped
house, or just complete mental and emotional exhaustion, we
can slip into some not-so-great habits. In light of this, we’ve
created some ways to help you continue to prioritize your fitness
and nutrition, with a few sample workouts sprinkled throughout
that are guaranteed to get your heart pumping.
1. Schedule your workouts throughout the week and set an
alarm to hold you accountable. Scheduling your day with your
workout included will not only help you take breaks from sitting
at your desk all day, but will also make sure the day doesn’t slip
by without you getting your workout done. For many, scheduling
your workout in the morning is a sure-fire way to make sure your
work and family obligations don’t get in the way of your workout.
2. Be flexible and try something new. Many of us have our
fitness routines set in stone, but with gyms closed, kids home,
and new job expectations, it can be hard to maintain that rou-
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● Right Side Plank Dips: In a side plank, dip your hips up and
down in a quick pulse.
● Left Side Plank Dips: In a side plank, dip your hips up and
down in a quick pulse.
● Plank Hold Drags: In a plank with your hands on the floor,
grab a light dumbbell, some laundry detergent, dog food, or a
case of water and pull the object under your body and through
to the other side. Switch arms and pull it back the other way.
4. Be gentle and gracious with yourself. Allow yourself to process and experience this season. Now is not the time to be hard
on yourself for drinking an extra glass of wine or finishing your
kid’s mac and cheese. Food can be a great way to heal, cope
through tough situations, or celebrate a hard day's work. Focus
on filling your plate with vegetables and lean protein, and if
an indulgent snack sneaks in here and there, that’s okay. Just
be mindful of how often it is occurring and try to make some
healthier choices when you can. Try swapping your diet soda
with some seltzer water and fresh lemon. If you have a sweet
tooth, try an apple with peanut butter or a piece of salted dark
chocolate. This is a great time to try new things. Become a food
prep pro or try a new recipe!
5. Commit to moving multiple times a day. Right now our lives
have shifted into a very sedentary state. Without being able to
leave the house, many of us are not getting enough movement.
Instead, set a timer for every hour and perform 10 Squats and
10 Push-ups, or one minute of stretching from your desk. Commit to a daily 45-minute walk with your favorite podcast. Try
to make a standing desk at home by stacking some books on
top of each other so that you can change your working position
throughout the day. You can also try the below workout:
Starting at 8am, and then adding 2 reps every hour: 2 Sit-Ups
+ 2 Push-Ups + 2 Squats, Then at 9am do 4 Sit-Ups + 4 PushUps + 4 Squats. By 5pm, you will have completed 110 reps of
each of the movements. If that is too much, try starting at 1
and adding 1 rep each hour. You will have completed 55 reps
of each movement!
6. Sneak extra vegetables into your meals. Keep some frozen
kale on hand to dump into a soup for a vegetable bonus. Things
like spinach, cauliflower rice, and leafy greens can also be a
great vegetable addition to a smoothie. Riced broccoli can also
be snuck into spaghetti sauce or you can try swapping out the
pasta with some squash. Adding in extra veggies will keep you
fuller longer and help give you great energy for your workouts
and daily movement.
This season is a great time to focus on creating and sustaining good habits around food and fitness. While times like this
remind us that so much is out of our control, it’s important to
remember that some things are within our control. Seize this
opportunity to prioritize your health and wellness. •
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March camellia blossom at Washington Park Arboretum.

A Nature Reprieve Is Just What We Need
By Tori Shao and Tom Jamieson, Cambium, Inc., 34th Ave.

A

In Seattle, we have over 15,000 acres of total tree canopy,
which means that 28% of our city is covered by tree canopy!
That’s very close to the 30% coverage goal set by the City Council in 2013. And while our goal is in sight, urban development

fter a soggy winter and despite the international pandemic,
spring is here. Signs are everywhere—chirping birds, blooming daffodils, and longer daylight hours. In our parks and along
neighborhood streets, trees are starting to leaf out signaling
new beginnings. In Seattle, we are lucky to have an abundance
of diverse tree species to admire and now is a great time to
appreciate how they enhance our city. Get out and take a walk:
we all need it now more than ever. You’ll see magnolia flowers,
fresh green leaves on towering maples and deep purple on the
flowering plums. Perhaps the dogwoods are beginning to bloom.
Maybe there’s a spot somewhere in your own yard to plant a
new tree. Spring is the perfect time. Just in time for Earth Day.
In fact, we celebrate trees year-round, from their stunning
color display in the fall to their cooling shade in the summer.
And, we are mindful of the broader benefits they provide oxygen, habitat, and food. In urban environments, their canopy
coverage helps mitigate the urban heat island. Temperatures
in U.S. cities can get as much as 10 degrees higher than their
surrounding areas due to the high density of buildings, miles
of pavement, and other heat-absorbing materials in cities. Tree
canopies reduce summer peak temperatures, lowering energy
output used to cool buildings, reducing the number of heat-related illnesses and death, all while reducing air pollution and
providing habitat.
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"In Seattle, we have more than 15,000 acres
of total tree canopy, which means that 28%
of our city is covered by tree canopy!"
remains a big challenge to maintaining tree canopy coverage.
A 2016 City of Seattle Assessment estimates more than 300
acres of tree canopy are lost each year to development.
So get out. Admire our city trees. Take note of your favorites.
Help Seattle reach its canopy coverage goal by planting trees
on your property, in your parking strip (with a free permit from
SDOT), or joining a community stewardship program for a tree
planting work party.
CONTINUED >>
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Hunter and Thistle

Delsey

Leila, 35th Ave.

Cory

Ginny, 37th Ave.

Who walks whom?

William, 37th Ave.

Mutt Matchup
By Didi Burpee, 34th Ave. and Jennie Grant, Grand Ave.

The folks over at Cambium, a Madrona landscape architecture
firm, plant trees all the time. Here are a few their favorites:
Tom, a Landscape Designer, most prefers the Stewartia (Stewartia monadelpha). This medium-sized tree grows to an appropriate scale for residential lots. This “four-season tree” is always doing something interesting. Elegant white flowers bloom
mid-summer. It displays stunning fall color. The patchwork of its
rich bark emphasizes tree structure in the winter.
Landscape Architect, Michal, enjoys the hundreds of different varieties of Japanese maples. One of his favorites is ‘Shindeshojo’ Japanese maple (Acer palmatum ‘Shindeshojo’), which
is one of the few Japanese maples grown for spring foliage,
rather than fall color. The new leaves open a pink color that
slowly fades to green. Summer growth provides another flush of
pink foliage, while autumn shows peachy tones.
The Maintenance Division Manager, TJ, likes the Pink-flowering Dogwood (Cornus florida rubra). This medium-sized tree with
year-round interest is a cherished heirloom tree native to the
Eastern United States. Large, pink, upward-facing flowers cover
the tree in spring, while fall color, and red berries provide food
for songbirds into the winter.
Janielle, a Project Manager, most likes the sourwood tree
(Oxydendron arboreum). This unique tree is a bit less common
in the home landscape, which is even more reason to plant one!
The leaves have a sour taste that put on a spectacular show in
the fall, turning bright red and orange into the winter. Drooping
clusters of small, white, bell-shaped flowers bloom mid-summer, in front of glossy green foliage. The seedpods remain on
the tree throughout winter, dancing in the breeze. •

See answer key on page 5.
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Madrona Elementary School, 33rd Ave., is closed.

Montlake home reminds Seattlite passersbys of their community stamina to get through th

SIGN
THE T
Photos by Christina Shir

Madrona Playfield Tennis Courts closed.

A neighborhood thank you to Madrona Arms.
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Sound Bank, Madison St., looking out for staff.
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Luc Restaurant's sentiments. Madison St.

hese difficult times. Boyer Ave.

Utility pole reminder to cheer on our front-line healthcare workers. E. Union St.

NS OF
TIMES
es, Smallish Photo Studio

Book return and branch at Madrona-Sally Goldmark Library, 33rd Ave., closed.

Glassy Baby, E. Union St., closed.

Red Cow, 34th Ave., open for take out.
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Cafe Soleil, 34th Ave., now reopened for takeout.
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Steve Shulman

SCHULMAN, CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Printed with permission from Leschi Market

B

orn in Seattle on Sept. 24, 1952, Steve passed away on
March 18, 2020 from complications of the COVID-19 virus.
A legend of the Leschi neighborhood and beyond and a friend
to all, Steve was the co-owner of the beloved Leschi Market,
founded and owned by the family since 1948.
Never seeking recognition, Steve was always about helping
others; a friend of everyone no matter their social status or
background. Steve and the Leschi Market served as the heart of
Seattle’s Leschi community. Steve was well known throughout
Seattle for his award-winning sausages, weekly hot prime rib,
smoked Thanksgiving turkeys and award-winning wine department. Steve’s generosity and loyal friendship will be missed by
all who knew him.

All photos: Christina Shires, Smallish Photo Studio

On a bench in front of Leschi market is perhaps one of the most touching tributes to Steve's impact on a community that admired him greatly.

"He wore his personality through his smile."
Perhaps the words that most succinctly get to the heart of how
extraordinary he was are found in a note outside the market:
"Thank you, Steve. Well done."
"Well done"—two simple words packed with a depth of admiration and appreciation.
Even people who didn't know him well feel his loss personally, like this neighbor: "I am merely a customer of the market. I
am simply heartbroken." It’s a testament to his character to be
mourned by those who knew him, and by those who never had
the honor.
So, what now but sadness at such great loss? As expressed by
another community member, “Our world is diminished so very
much.” And it is. But what if our world is also expanded by his
life? This pandemic is challenging us in untold ways, and more
so because it took a legend of a man from us. What an honor
to his legacy if we are each improved by the example of his life,
and by how he cared for people intentionally and meaningfully.
Well done, indeed, Steve. You have shown us all what it is to be
the best sort of person one can be, and we will not forget. •

A festive and welcoming market entrance featuring Steve's famous weekend
prime rib dinners. "He wore his personality through his smile," neighbors say.

Steve’s Leschi Market served as a place of community camaraderie, a place that made you feel good when you were there. He
gave generously to any organization asking for help. He supported local community associations, and clubs by organizing fundraising wine tastings, providing food to local senior centers’ hot
lunch programs, continuously making large food contributions
to local food banks, and providing food, wine or funds to pet
advocacy organizations, school fundraising events, girl scouts,
local charity auctions and many others. Through the Leschi Market, Steve provided the first employment to countless teenagers
of his neighborhood. And, he was not only a loyal friend of everyone who knew him, but also to his golden retrievers.
Steve kept the pulse of his community and knew about everything that was happening locally, willing to step up wherever
help was needed. His counsel and advice were sought by those
who were homeless, city council members, police chiefs, legislators, mayors, and governors, as well as the many others who
were fortunate enough to know him. He was both an informal as
well as a formal community leader: co-founder of the Seattle Police Foundation, founder of the East Precinct Crime Prevention
Coalition, past Chair of the 37th District Democrats, and founding board member of the Seattle Neighborhood Group.
In addition to Steve’s extensive community service, he was a
dedicated pillar for his immediate and extended family members. Steve never complained about the pressures he faced in

Steve Shulman, Oct. 15, 2019.

CONTINUED >>
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managing his work, social, philanthropic, civic and family activities. He always had his sense of humor, quick wit, and joy of life
no matter the challenges he faced.
Steve’s close friends and family will miss the annual Seder dinners he and nephew Yousef hosted at his Seward Park
home. His home cooked matzo ball soup, prime rib, salmon and
cheesecake were perennial favorites.

Steve was preceded in death by his father Leonard Shulman,
mother Betty Lou and sister Stacie Shulman. He is survived
by brother John Shulman (Marilyn Shulman) and Sister Ariella Shulman; Aunt Karen Vasudev (Arakere Vasudev); nephews
Yousef Shulman, Nissim Shulman and Ian Bailey (Julia Bailey);
niece Lisa Lynch (Jeff Lynch); and four great nephews and
nieces Bracha, Hillel, Ezra Bailey and Jack Lynch; and many
cousins and friends.

An outpouring of love and gratitude can be seen in front of Leschi Market in
the days following news of Steve's passing.

Steve was buried Sunday, March 21 at Herzl Memorial Park
Cemetery. A Celebration of Steve’s life will be held in Leschi
Park, adjacent to the Leschi Market, when crowds are again
allowed to gather. Information and details will be announced
when available at the store and on the Leschi Market Facebook page. Those who wish to honor Steve may donate to organizations near and dear to his heart: The City of Hope Betty Lou
and S. Leonard Shulman Cancer Research Fund, Kline Galland
Home, Jewish Family Services, Seattle Police Foundation, and
Leschi Elementary PTA families in need program. •

Residents stop to read condolences along a Lakeside Ave. memorial.

The Leschi Market will continue Steve’s legacy as a community
market and community resource now managed and owned by
his nephew, Yousef, and with the store’s loyal staff. Steve considered and treated his employees at the store as family—his
Leschi Market Family.
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HELP MADRONA BUSINESSES, CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

Madrona businesses to ask how the community can support
them. Here are their responses.

com/f/help-save-the-hi-spot. We’ll still be here serving the coffee you
love but until we are able to reopen the restaurant, we’re asking our
community for some extra help. We are grateful for your support. •

Arts Aloft (Betsy Erving)

Holiday Skincare (Renae Berg)

Creativity is more important now than ever! Arts Aloft is now offering
online classes. You can register for an existing class or gather a group
of your child’s friends and pop on Zoom for a semiprivate class series.
We are also happily taking deposits for Summer Camps. If we are
still in quarantine, we will refund your entire amount. Please, deposits
encouraged, not full payments. The best way to support Arts Aloft is
to buy a Gift Certificate for future classes, camps or workshops. •

Hello Madrona Neighbors! I can’t wait to get back in the studio and
share my gift of skincare and energy work through touch, but in the
interim I’m enjoying family time, walks, exercise, organizing, spring
cleaning, cooking and TV! I'm making the most out of the difficult
circumstances like everyone else. Many customers have asked how
they can support my business during this unplanned disruption. You
can order product by texting me. I’ll invoice you, so no cash or cards
are exchanged, and then deliver to your home or arrange for you to
pick it up curbside outside the studio. You can also order gift certificates on my website or pre-pay for services by texting me directly. I’m
wishing everyone health, happiness and hope and I can’t wait until we
can all see each other again.

holidayskincare.com, 206-384-3346

artsaloftforkids.com, 206-920-2015

Bottlehouse (Soni and Henri)

bottlehouseseattle.com, 206-708-7164

To preserve our team and community, Bottlehouse will remain open
for retail beverages and to-go food only. Gift cards are available and a
great way to show support. We appreciate every one of you that have
graced our doors. We will open as quickly as we are allowed and look
forward to sharing a glass of rosè with you on our patio this summer.
Takeaway: 11am-8pm daily. We have delicious lunch and dinner options available. We’ve also added a great list of “Pantry Essentials”
that make shopping even easier (list updated weekly on our website.)
Brunch Pop-up: Sat. and Sun., 10am-1pm. Stop by and pick up tasty
breakfast Sammy's, Mr. West hot coffee, and Mimosas-to-go.
Wine Shoppe: 11am-8pm daily. We have extended our retail shoppe
and transformed the front of our dining space with lots of great grabn-go bottle options.
Call ahead to place your orders and pay. Full menu is on our website.
Curb-side delivery available. Home delivery service coming soon. •

Jules Boutique (Julie Moberly)

justsayjules.com, Instagram @JulesSeattle

Adding an online shopping feature to the Jules website was a goal
for the staff at Jules for a long time but the COVID-19 crisis made that
goal a high priority in short order. Shoppers are now able to see items
online and receive them by priority mail free of charge. Neighbors who
miss the store can find retail therapy a click away with a site that’s

Claeys, Wolkens & Associates (Ter and Scott)
www.cwa.tax, 206.701.1959

While the tax deadline has been extended to July 15 for most taxpayers, the firm's two partners, Ter Claeys and Scott Wolkens, have been
continuing to work nonstop. Many clients are anticipating refunds and
they want to help clients get their money as soon as possible. They
have been continuing to work out of their office in the Madrona Refuge building (tax preparation is deemed an essential business). While
it's just the two of them, they have been diligently maintaining their
distance from each other and meeting with clients virtually. When all
other businesses are permitted to re-open, they would both like to
personally help in any manner needed. •

Jules, 34th Ave., displays ever-so-stylish toilet paper holders.

Hammer + Awl (Erin Krohn)

hammerandawl.com, 206.992.7444

Hammer + Awl is open online with free domestic shipping extended
into April. In addition, gift cards are a great way to show support and
are available online. They can be used online or in person once regular business hours are resumed. I am also available for personal shopping appointments by email.•

easy to navigate and includes all the beautiful designer resale garments hanging on the racks right now. With the in-between weather,
the inventory is balanced between late-spring sweaters and coats and
flirty, colorful dresses for the sunny days. Julie, Katy, Irina, and Kate
are also present on Instagram with direct “Shop Now” capability for
every item. Stylish, sustainable, and local - online. •

Hi Spot Cafe (Mike Walker)

Lifted Beauty & Wellness (Beth Colombo)

hispotcafe.com. 206-325-7905

Hello friends and family of Hi
Spot. We are still open every day
from 8:00am–2:30pm for takeaway coffee and pastries. Many of
you have been curious about ways
to support your favorite restaurant
during this challenging time. Now’s
the chance. Please check out our
GoFundMe page and consider donating if you’re able: gofundme.
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liftedbeautyandwellness.com, 206-299-1102, IG/FB: @lifted.beauty.wellness

While we won't be answering the door during the mandated closure,
Lifted Beauty & Wellness is still open for business with a few modifications—we are offering complimentary virtual visits. You can now
have a one-on-one session with your Aesthetician at home! Our focus
during the video-call is to review your current skincare routine, give
you great at home tips, and develop a treatment plan. We are also
making skincare product deliveries to your home! Please call or text
to schedule a visit. The best way to support us is helping us fill our
schedules so we are busy, busy, busy when we return. We are also offering pre-booking incentives. With a $150 deposit you can save 20%

Hi Spot, 34th Ave., appeals to patrons.
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on your treatment. Please follow us on IG and FB. We are posting fun
stories, blogs, and kicked off a #springskincarechallenge. •

Rock, Paper, Scissors (Brianne Ingertila)

Looking Homeward Coffee (Jake Deome)

Hey Madrona! Rock Paper Scissors is selling R&Co hair products on
Facebook and Instagram. Purchase products and the salon receives a
commission. We are currently pre-booking appointments for when we
are open. You will be first priority for reschedules. We are accepting
Gift Cards and prepay for services via Venmo: @Brianne-Ingertila. •

rpsmadrona.com, (206) 325-5096, IG / Facebook: @rpsmadrona

lookinghomewardcoffee.com, 916-849-7874, IG @lookinghomewardcoffee

Hey Madrona! We have had a heck of a few weeks and things just
keep coming up to test our ability to pivot and adjust! We originally
planned to open our shop in March but now will be opening once
things get back to normal. We will have a big event to launch with
community events, food trucks, conversations from coffee community
leaders, and more. Also, I got married two weeks ago. My wife and I
kept our original date but had a number of adjustments to make but
we made it happen. Our original venue canceled all events the day
before our wedding and our after-party venue canceled the same day.
So, we pivoted and reached out to our new landlord for our house in

Smallish Photo Studio (Christina Shires)
smallishphotostudio.com, 206-779-4656

Dear Madrona, we miss having you in the studio! Until we are open
again, there are three ways we can continue to serve you. 1.) Mother's
Day/ Father's Day Gifts: place an order for printed portraits from a
previous Smallish session for Mom, Dad, Grandma or Grandpa. Now
more than ever, we are mindful of how special printed photographs
are. 2.) Book an outdoor session for summer. We're not sure what the
future holds but we're hopeful that outdoor sessions (where we can

Looking Homeward Coffee, the new coffee shop next to Madrona Arms on
34th Ave., delays big opening but offers relief pack deliveries.

Madrona to use the empty space to hold our wedding! Luckily, they
agreed, and I got to marry my best friend and partner in the living
room of our first home. In the meantime, folks can support our small
self-funded business by ordering coffee on our website and select
Free Local Delivery. We roast and deliver twice a week (Mon. and
Thurs.) but if we have the entire order on hand, I can do deliveries
same day. We have rolled out a Looking Homeward Relief Pack that
comes with custom roasted coffee that can be ground for whatever
brewing device you have and has enough coffee to last two-weeks.
Hope all is well with you and your families! Let me know if there is
anything I can do to help you. •

Smallish, 34th Ave., offers some relief in heart-warming window banners.

keep a distance of 6 feet or more) will be OK by summer. 3.) Book
a studio session for fall or winter, for your own family or as a gift for
someone else. You can email for Mother's Day gifts, Gift Cards or session bookings. Sending lots of love to everyone! •

Spa DeAndrade (Heidi DeAndrade)
spadeandrade.com, 206-280-4147

Spa DeAndrade will be offering couples massage classes through
Zoom. This will give you the ability to massage each other during quarantine times. We will also have classes on wellness and self-massage
techniques. We also will offer a discount online for gift certificates.
Massage is considered essential services and as things move forward, I will offer massage for clients. Please stay safe and well! •

Nena’s Gifts (Nena Peltin)

Email: peltin@comcast.net, IG/FB: @nenagiftsandvintage/@nenagifts

Dear Beloved Madrona Customers, I hope you and your family are
managing reasonably well during this extremely stressful time. Not
being at Nena Gifts, Gallery & Vintage five days a week is painful for
me: I love working in the Madrona community, showing people the
newest treasures and cards, and kissing and feeding the dogs. I have
entirely stopped buying merchandise but I continue to sell items from
the shop online. I have never done so before because I was determined to remain a traditional gift shop but the time has come. If you
wish to see what I am offering for sale each week on eBay, please
email me and I will put you on my mailing list. Then you’ll hear from
me periodically with the eBay item numbers. You can also check out
my Internet offerings on Facebook, or follow me on Instagram. My
daughter, the computer expert in our family, is making sure everything regarding the shop is in order on the Web. We will weather this
storm, and with your continued support, the Madrona business community will serve you well long after the threat of the coronavirus is
past. In the meantime, I miss you and look forward to the time when
we can see each other again (and chat, of course). I send my warmest
wishes for good health to you and your family. Love, Nena •

Valerie Krutt Psychotherapy (Valerie Krutt)
valeriekruttpsychotherapy.com, 206-486-2843

Valerie Krutt Psychotherapy is a private practice in Madrona. In response to COVID-19, my practice has moved from in office to 100%
tele health/video calls with clients. Hope you all are staying safe. Valerie •

Wilridge Winery & Distillery (Paul Beveridge)

wilridgewinery.com, 509-966-0686, Facebook @wilridge.vinyard

Fortunately, wine is considered an essential! Wilridge Winery & Distillery will remain open on Fri. and Sat. nights for bottle sales, from
5:00-9:00pm. We offer hands-free purchases and curbside pickup.
We also make our own hand sanitizer at our distillery near Yakima. If
you buy enough wine or brandy, we might even give you a bottle! We
are running a bunch of specials on several of our most popular wines.
Check out our Wilridge Facebook page for more info. •
15
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Five Keys to Navigating Market Pullback
Reed Terry, Financial Advisor, Edward Jones on E. Spring St.

A

to overcome market downturns, even severe ones. After all, you
weren’t going to be cashing in long-term investments now, anyway. That’s not to say this pullback is irrelevant, of course—it
may indeed slow your progress toward your goals, but it still
shouldn’t stop you from achieving them. Here’s another point:
If you need money from your portfolio for short-term goals, such
as a wedding or a long vacation, you should keep those funds in
investments that offer greater protection of principal—such as
high-quality bonds and government securities—and are far less
susceptible to fluctuating financial markets.
Benefit from diversification. The headlines show how much the
major stock market indexes, such as the Dow Jones Industrial
Average, have fallen. But if you’ve built a diversified portfolio,
containing a mix of stocks, bonds and other investments, your
own results, while not great, are probably much better. Although
diversification can’t always prevent losses or guarantee profits,
it can help reduce the impact of volatility on your holdings and
smooth out returns. Go “against the crowd.” When prices are
falling, it’s not hard to join the crowd and start selling, in an
attempt to “cut losses.” But cutting losses really means locking them in. Right now, prices of quality investments are lower than they’ve been in years, which can make for compelling
buying opportunities for those investors willing to go against
the crowd.
Even by following these moves, you can’t eliminate all the effects of the market drop—but you may be able to create a softer
landing for yourself. •

s an investor, you constantly want to see your portfolio move
just one way—up. But that’s not possible, because the financial markets will always fluctuate. So, if you’re going to invest for many decades, you need to be prepared for many ups
and downs. Still, the recent market pullback from record highs,
caused largely by the coronavirus, may have you particularly
concerned. How can you navigate this environment?
Here are five suggestions:
Avoid the temptation to panic. This pullback, while unsettling
and unprecedented because of its speed, won’t last forever.
And when it ends, you’ll still want to be invested in the financial
markets, because the biggest gains usually occur in the earliest
stages of a market rally. Of course, there are no guarantees in
the investment world, but we’ve seen many examples of this
pullback/rebound pattern throughout history.
Measure your progress against your goals. In the midst of a
market downturn, it’s tempting to look back longingly at the
peak value of your portfolio, and that’s especially true these
days, when that high point may well have been just a couple of
months ago. But this isn’t a good “measuring stick” of your financial situation. Instead, consider the overall progress you’ve
made toward your long-term goals since you first started investing. If you’ve been at it for quite some time—at least a decade—
you’ll probably see that you’ve actually come a long way, despite what’s happened lately. So if your goals haven’t changed,
your strategy to achieve them shouldn’t either.
Put time on your side. If you are investing for goals that may
be two or three decades away, you have the advantage of time
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Real Estate in the Days of Coronavirus
Mary Petrie, Managing Broker, Coldwell Banker Bain

T

of 17 days on market in the past 60 days. As of today, we have
8 active listings (4 of which are new construction town homes),
2 pending inspection, 12 pending and 10 sold in the past 30
days. I am optimistic that when the ban is lifted we'll see the
surge of buyers return, looking for a place in our beautiful
neighborhood to call home.
During the current Stay Home, Stay Healthy order, I’m seeing
more and more people out on my daily walks. We keep our distance but exchange a smile, a wave or have a brief chat. My
hope is when we have this pandemic behind us, we’ll continue
with those friendly exchanges and become a closer community
because it’s true, we are all better together! •

he practice of selling real estate has undergone a dramatic
shift. How do you show people a home if they’re not able to
leave theirs?
As a seasoned Real Estate Broker, I have been through many
ups and downs in our industry but none such as the pandemic
we’re experiencing today. How can I talk about real estate in the
midst of this crisis and who cares? How do we practice with the
Stay Home, Stay Healthy order by Governor Inslee?
Real Estate is not considered an “essential business” and as
an innovative industry, we needed to find a way to serve our
seller/buyer clients without leaving home. For those listings
that are currently active, most brokers have a virtual tour/video
and virtual open houses that allows potential buyers to view
the property from the comfort of their home. Buyers can make
an offer contingent on viewing the home when the ban is lifted.
With the current ban in place, most buyers have time to really
search for homes that meet their needs, get pre-approved for a
loan and be set to go when the ban is lifted.
Whether you’re considering selling your home or staying where
you are, I’m finding the current Stay Home, Stay Healthy order
is a good time to do a home assessment, boxing up unwanted
items, deep cleaning, home improvements, yard work, etc. It’s
my “go to” work when I’m feeling anxious and the reward is
measurable.
Given the low inventory, our current market conditions favor
the seller. The Madrona neighborhood continues to be very desirable with listings appropriately priced selling on an average
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Asha Youmans and Alli Frank featured with their new novel, Tiny Imperfections.

Photos courtesy of Ally Frank.

The Perfect Book During an Imperfect Time
By Alli Frank, 35th Avenue

O

schools and being responsible for the success of other peoples’
children. It also evolved while we wore our sweats and drank way
too much Starbucks.
2019 was a year of amazing moments for me and my writing
partner. In January, Tara Singh Carlson, Executive Editor at G.P.
Putnam’s Sons (most recently known for her great success with
Where the Crawdads Sing by Delia Owens) read and purchased
the book in the span of one week. The literary sweetheart of Seattle, Tara Conklin (The House Girl, The Last Romantics) gave
us our first blurb: "Offers a delightful view inside the cutthroat
world of private school admissions that is hilarious, cringe-worthy
and all too relevant in today’s ultra-competitive educational landscape. I ate this book up like a box of candy; you will too."
And here’s how G.P. Putnam’s Sons captures our story: “A powerful mother-daughter story, interracial romance, and deliciously
fun schoolyard drama, Tiny Imperfections is also a celebration
of a fundamental truth: It doesn’t matter who you are—race, religion, sexual orientation. When raising a child all parents share a
common goal, for their child to find success and true happiness.
The Wedding Date meets Class Mom in this unputdownable,
must-read for summer 2020.”
But we also like to share: “Our book, through humor and a genuine love of school communities, attempts to provide the reader
with a glimpse into what being black in a private school looks

f the hundreds of speed bumps we expected on the road
to publishing our debut novel, Tiny Imperfections (G.P. Putnam’s Sons, May 5, 2020), a global pandemic did not make
the list. Writing partner quibbles over dialogue nuances? Absolutely. Merciless critique from our literary agent. Of course.
Publishing house rejection and then more rejection? You bet.
But Coronavirus? Uh-no. Oh, you weren’t expecting that either?
So glad we are on the same page.
A brief history on how Asha Youmans and I became one of the
first black and white author duos in publishing before we get
into a bit more about the book. (If you want the full story, throw
rocks at my window from the sidewalk and I’ll gladly share with
you from my porch. I’m home.) We met working at the same private elementary school. I was the Assistant Head of School, Asha
was the PreK teacher. Two things sparked our writing future: We
worked together on the admissions team and found we shared
a similar, if not always appreciated, sense of humor; and Asha
wrote some of the best narrative report cards I had ever read as
a school administrator and, trust me, I have read thousands.
Fast forward a few years and, through a snowstorm, in a coach
bus, nearing the bottom of a Costco size bag of popcorn, I placed
a manic phone call from the Boise airport and, the kernel of what
Tiny Imperfections would become, popped. In our more graceful moments, we tell people our book evolved as a compilation
of great joy, unpredictability, and the challenge of working in
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like for three generations of women during a time that the need
to change the human landscape in private schools became an
absolute priority. And how love flourishes amidst it all.” But most
of all we like to tell people it’s funny. Really, really funny.
By July, Hollywood agents started calling, hoping to represent us
in book to film/television rights. So off we went to meet them all
(and have some time away from our kids!) By summer’s end we
had settled on working with ICM Partners. And five months later,
January 2020, our project, that had begun years before with tired
giggles at the end of long admissions Saturdays, was optioned by
Netflix. This winter we could barely
contain our excitement to launch
the story of our characters, the
Bordelon family, into the world.
We just needed to relax, sit back
and sail on into our book launch
harbor on May 5, 2020.
You all know the rest of the story because you are living it right
beside us. Well, six feet or more
away from us. If you are a great
lover of books, looking for a laugh
in an unprecedented time and/
or want to support neighbors/artists/writers please consider doing
the following. Your small action
will mean everything to us and our
fellow writers:
• Pre-order a copy of Tiny Imperfections on Amazon, Indiebound
or Barnes and Noble. It will be
shipped to you as close to May 5
as possible.
• Order a copy from your favorite
local retailer. We would love you to
support a Seattle bookstore that
is currently taking on-line orders.
• If you are ordering multiple
books for entertainment, please
consider authors who are launching their hard work into the world
in March/April/May/June 2020.
Their book tours have been canceled, chances for making book
lists like the NY Times or USA
Today have been thwarted, sales
are slumping because of closed
retailers. Buying a book is a relatively inexpensive way to support
the arts.
• Speaking of support, buy a
copy of Tiny Imperfections for a
friend, relative, or neighbor who is
a healthcare worker to say, “Thank
you for your service!” When we are
all able to leave our houses, it will
be their turn to sit on the couch
and enjoy a good book.
• And laugh! Maybe it’s from
reading our book. Maybe it’s
from a funny Instagram post or
a botched novice needlepoint
project (oh, did I just say that out
loud?) but laugh.

Alli Frank (Madrona) and Asha Youmans (Beacon Hill) live in Seattle and have each been educators for over twenty years. Their
novel, Tiny Imperfections (G.P. Putnam’s Sons) debuts May 5.
They hope their book provides a little levity and a lot of laughs
for readers in this difficult time. Follow them on IG, Twitter and
Facebook @alliandasha or visit/contact them at www.alliandasha.com •

Crossword Puzzle

See this space next
month for solution.
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